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Dear Parents and Friends of DSG

I often have quoted from DSG’s Trust Deed (1874) where our mission to provide a Liberal Education was clearly
articulated from the start. According to the Association of American Colleges and Universities, a ‘Liberal education
is an approach to learning that empowers individuals and prepares them to deal with complexity, diversity, and
change. It provides students with broad knowledge of the wider world (eg, science, culture, and society) as well
as in-depth study in a specific area of interest.’1 This philosophy of education is often also called a Liberal Arts
Education which is presumed (accurately, in my view) to prepare young people for many fields of study or possible
careers in the workplace.
DSG believes that the provision of an all-round education provides us with the means of meeting our original mission,
hence our offering of, and insistence on participation in, an array of activities in the academic, cultural, community
1
ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN COLLEGES & UNIVERSITIES. 2019. What is Liberal Education?. [ONLINE] Available at:
https://www.aacu.org/leap/what-is-liberal-education. [Accessed 30 May 2019].
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engagement, spiritual and sporting realms. Our girls learn to ‘deal with complexity, diversity and change’ through
their all-round contribution. Through this exposure and their classroom and clubs’ experiences, they develop a
‘broad knowledge of the wider world’.
With reference to Malcolm Gladwell’s book ‘Outliers: The Story of Success’, we also acknowledge that there are
‘Outliers’ at DSG; girls who have an extraordinary talent in a specific sphere. In order to hone that talent and enable
her to compete on the world stage, her education and exposure must, by necessity, become well-lopsided. These
individuals are rare and a gift to us all; in such cases an insistence on all-roundedness would be to their detriment,
highlighting the importance of flexibility and individual focus from educators.
Essentially, an education requires that we ensure that a child is able to make a living; is equipped to contribute
meaningfully to society and is empowered to enjoy a good life through the development of innate qualities and
character. I believe this means that society and education are inextricably linked: education must evolve to meet the
needs of modern society and to bring about changes when society appears to be falling short. Translated simply to
have relevance today, the clamour for a values-based education to counter materialism, greed, diminished natural
resources and climate change is deafening; as is the call for an overhaul of teaching and learning to equip young
people with the skills to live comfortably in a post fourth industrial revolution world.
The message is clear: we cannot be complacent and assume that the way we have always done things is still relevant
today. Most importantly, we cannot settle for mediocrity; our girls will be competing for spaces to continue their
studies nationally and internationally, they need the marks for access and well-developed skills and personal
attributes to fare well there. At the same time, we have to acknowledge the impact of unhealthy pressure on the
mental well-being of young women in many all-girls’ schools today. DSG is cognisant of this tension and will always
prioritise the well-being of an individual girl. Education is indeed an exciting and challenging place to be at this time.
Warm regards

Shelley Frayne
Headmistress
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Academics

Virtual Reality Tours in Geography
DSG and SAC Geography classes have recently been on virtual reality tours, exploring various landscapes with our
newly purchased VR Goggles.
The pupils downloaded the expedition app on their cell phones and used this app with the VR goggles to ‘travel’ to
various places.
The virtual reality tour provides a wonderful opportunity to travel and gain visual understanding of landforms and
features without leaving the classroom.

Mandy Ladds
HOD Geography

The Parent–Teacher meetings will be held on
Friday 14 June from 8:30 – 11:00
in the Clapham Jubilee Hall (College Dining Hall), Worcester Street.
Online bookings will open at 08:00 on Wednesday 5 June and
close at 16:00 on Wednesday 12 June.
An email will be sent out shortly with instructions on how to book meetings on the portal.
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Shaylen Ackermann: Oil painting
in progress

Genevieve Powell: Oil painting

Matric Art

Shaylen Ackermann

Rickey Beyi

Gemma Warrener
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Lilliana Lublinkhof

Olivia Bauer-Gunn

Phoebe Elliott

Hannah Loggie
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Cultural

Youth Music Festival Finishes in Style
The Gala Concert on the Thursday night of last week was a collection of some of the highlights from throughout the week.
There were three solo performances that were remarkable in their virtuosity and variety. Likuwe Kunju from Victoria Primary
on Violin was mind-bogglingly dexterous, Bayanda Mthetho from Graeme was riveting and hilarious as a cabaret singer, while
Tim Simpson (St Andrew’s College) moved everybody’s soul with the pure beauty of his Flute playing. The group performances
included the VP senior choir, Kingswood College First Band, Graeme Leopard’s Voice vocal ensemble, the St Andrew’s College
Chapel Choir and the dynamic DSG/St Andrew’s College String Quartet.
All in all, a sparkling end to a hectic week of music-making. Many thanks to the literally HUNDREDS of performers and their
teachers. Thanks to the audience members for their support and congratulations to Mr Johan Pretorius on another successful
Youth Music Festival.

Mike Skipper
Director of Music
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Senior Open Concert
The first Senior Open Concert of the term was another successful and eclectic event last Monday evening. There was a total
of 10 performances that included three pianists, one singer, one violinist, three flutes and two saxophones. Undoubtedly, the
highlights were Nicole Ruwodo (Alto Sax) playing Samba Triste by Richard Rodney Bennett and Sauvan Sewsunker (Violin)
playing Beethoven’s Romance Op. 50. Both these students were beautifully accompanied by the inimitable Mrs Rocher. Mostly
this concert served as preparation for the Trinity College London Music Examinations taking place this week in the Music
School.

Mike Skipper
Director of Music
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Blood Drive
The latest Blood Drive was held on the afternoon of Tuesday
21 May in the D&T Centre. Despite the fact that both DSG
and St Andrew’s College have been badly hit by the flu virus,
73 units of blood were collected from 85 volunteers. This was
much to the relief of the South African Blood Service staff, as
there is a worrying shortage of blood in the Eastern Cape at
present.
Many thanks to all the donors, but also to the boys and girls
who contributed by buying ribbons at R5 each. The money
raised in this way will again be donated to an institution in
line with blood donations, selected by the SANBS at the end
of the year.

Thea Steele

Mandela Day Project

Once again the girls have chosen to knit scarves as a
Mandela Day project. The passion for this project is driven
by our Headgirl, Julia Basson, who knits copious scarves
to meet the deadline. On Wednesday, Julia Basson, Jozie
Wright and Lucy McAdam helped in the selecting and buying
of the bright wool and knitting needles which can now be
found throughout the school.

Home of Joy
Dali Banda is leading a group of girls in a community service
initiative on Mondays to the Home of Joy. This relationship
is an ongoing one which we value and it was good to see
Dali handing over five black bags of clothes that the girls had
collected for all the children.
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The Loseby Literacy Project
The Loseby Literacy Project has taken some time to prepare as DSG needed to train large numbers of girls to teach young
children to read. In order to train the girls, we invited Kelly Long from the GADRA Whistle Stop School, to run training sessions
for the DSG girls where they heard about the Grahamstown context and the realities that many young children face. Empowered
with this new understanding, the girls passionately launched into volunteering to teach children. We have chosen a group of
staff children between the ages of 5 and 8 years old as our first group. The girls have assessed the children’s reading level with
DIBLES testing. They will now prepare material, teach the children for a term and then test the children’s reading level again
to see the extent of the help they have provided every Tuesday and Thursday afternoon.

Rev Sue Paton
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St Andrew’s College Matric Dance
Earlier in the month, some of our DSG senior girls donned gorgeous white dresses once more to attend the St
Andrew’s Matric Dance.
The Class of 2019 had an Industrial theme, using metal trussing, filament lighting, metal cogs and beautiful table
settings to set the tone for what was a memorable evening. Delicious food and good company was enjoyed by all as
the Matrics and their partners danced the night away.
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Sport
Dear Parents
We are in the busiest time of the season for winter sport, as
we come off the back of the largest away fixture of the year
where we moved over 300 girls to East London for matches
against Clarendon. We now prepare for Pearson this weekend
and there are an amazing 22 netball matches and 13 hockey
matches being played with every one of our teams in action
and a couple having to play twice. Then it is another away trip
next weekend to Queenstown for a smaller fixture, before we
are into ‘K-week’ with the big derby against Kingswood the
weekend before half term, when again, all our teams will be
in action.
Obviously the Kingswood fixture remains the highlight for
our girls and parents on the winter calendar and this year
promises to be no different. With Kingswood celebrating their
125th anniversary as well, it will undoubtedly be a wonderful
occasion and I am sure many parents plan to join us. The event

brings the community of Grahamstown and our wider support
base of friends and family together with sport at the centre
of this celebration. It can, however, be easily overlooked
as exactly that, a celebration of our schools and those who
attend these institutions; and instead the participants can
easily be overwhelmed by the pressure and hype of the day.
We do try to underplay this competitive side of the day/week
to keep the event in perspective, helping the girls to enjoy the
occasion and not be too focused on the results of the games.
Obviously, any parent support in this regard is appreciated as
the week draws near.
Turning our attention to this weekend and the fixture against
Pearson. It will inevitably be a tough one for our netball club,
as Pearson are one of the powerhouses of netball in the
Eastern Cape and compete on a national level regularly. Our
netball results in recent weeks have been outstanding, so we
know that our teams are in good shape as they head into this
weekend, but we also know that our teams will be pushed
like never before this weekend and will need to rise to the
challenge.
On the hockey front, the fixture has been a relatively even
contest in recent times and this year should prove no different.
The good results across the board away at Clarendon last
weekend show our hockey club has good depth, so we
are hoping to end up on top of the majority of games this
weekend. Either way, this fixture should highlight plenty of
exciting match ups.
The report from the Clarendon fixture and other sports events
from the past week are below.

Duki Sonuga

Josie Apps

Chiara Williams-Wynn
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We travelled to East London
on Friday and Saturday to
take on Clarendon Girls in a
derby weekend of fixtures
which included hockey,
netball, squash and tennis. In
the racquet sports played on
Friday afternoon, Clarendon
won the squash, while the
DSG 1st tennis team came
out on top in their fixture
winning by 8 matches to 1.
Onto the hockey and there
were 11 matches played
across the fixture of which we
won 6, drew 4 and only lost 1.
Nicola Shakerley scored a hat
trick for the U16E’s in their
4-0 win – which was also their
1st win of the season. Other stand out results were the 2nd
team who won 4-0 while the 3rds posted a 5-0 win. The 1st
team hockey match was a high scoring affair and Clarendon
took the game to DSG at the start and drew first blood with a
well worked penalty corner early in the 2nd quarter. However,
this stung DSG into action and we scored twice before the
break to go into half time with a 2-1 lead. The 3rd quarter was
also full of goal-mouth action as Torva Sharwood made it 3-1,
before Clarendon scored another corner. DSG then scored a
4th through Duki Sonuga – her 2nd of the game, to give DSG
a 4-2 lead going into the 4th quarter. Clarendon scored early
in the final period and the match became an end to end affair
as Clarendon searched for the equaliser and DSG looked to
extend our lead. However, no further goals were scored and
the game ended as a 4-3 win for DSG.

Emma Mulcahy

Nikki Du Toit
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In the netball we played 15 matches, with 11 wins, 1 draw
and only 3 losses. Special mention of the 4ths and the
U16B’s who posted the scores of the day, both winning 305. In the 1st team netball encounter DSG got off to a flyer
scoring 7 unanswered goals to end the 1st period with a 7-0
advantage. Clarendon settled in the 2nd quarter and at the
half the difference between the teams was these seven goals.
Clarendon continued to improve in the 3rd and started to peg
DSG back and by the end of this period DSG were holding
onto a narrow three goal advantage with the score at 21-18.
Fortunately, DSG found their rhythm again in the final quarter
and closed the game out to win 30-23 in an ultimately wellconstructed performance.
On Friday night last week, the Nelson Mandela Bay Aquatics
Awards evening was held in Port Elizabeth and a number of
DSG girls received awards. Josie Apps was presented with the
trophy as the most promising water polo player in her age
group in the province. Shaelyn Walker won the award as the
top U15 swimmer in the province and was the runner up in
the Open Water Swim Series, while Toni Rafferty was awarded
the Senior Victrix Ludorum.

Josie and dad Anton Apps

In other exciting news, we can also announce that Toni
Rafferty has been selected for the South African Elite Senior
Swimming Squad, while Shaelyn Walker has been selected in
the Senior Squad and in the Elite Youth Squad for Open Water
Swimming.
I wrap up this week by returning your attention to the
upcoming weekend with our fixture against Pearson. It is also
our reunion weekend and we look forward to welcoming a
number of Old Girls back to DSG. The netball fixture is bring
played across Friday and Saturday, with the 1st team netball
match at 16:20 on Friday, while all the hockey matches are on
Saturday and the 1st team hockey match is at 12:00.

Shaelyn Walker

Warm regards

Chris Hibbert
Director of Sport

Toni Rafferty
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DSG

Sports Programme

Download the QR Code Reader from the
App Store onto your device, then scan the
above Barcode to view this weekend’s and
future fixtures.

